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About the report

1

2

3
The Digital Workplace Services 2021 RadarView provides organizations with a view into the changing dynamics at 
workplaces. It helps identify the right service providers that can help companies with end-to-end workplace 
transformation.

4
Avasant evaluated over 40 digital workplace services providers across the dimensions of practice maturity, 
partnership ecosystem, and investments and innovation. Avasant recognizes 29 vendors that have brought the 
most value to the market over the last 12 months.

5
This report also highlights the key trends in the market and our view on the road ahead for digital workplace 
services over the next 12 to 18 months.

The employee experience (EX) is at the center of digital workplace strategies. Thus, companies are focusing on 
enhancing employee engagement and productivity. Service providers are playing a pivotal role in letting 
companies embrace digital workplace models of tomorrow and enabling workplace transformation.

Rapid vaccination across geographies and a subsequent dip in infections are enabling companies to transition 
from a fully remote to a more flexible hybrid-working model. Enterprises are taking a “test-and-learn” approach to 
experiment with different hybrid models based on their size, culture, and employee preferences.



Defining Digital Workplace Services

Technologies enabling the digital workplace

Collaboration 
tools

• Manage applications on 
any device by integrating 
access control

Unified 
Communication

• Offers seamless integration 
of text-, voice-, and video-
based communication tools

Workplace as 
a service

• Enables access to the entire 
workplace environment 
(backup, cloud, VPN 
access, and security 
policies) from anywhere and 
any device

Mobility

• Enables BYOD, allowing users 
to operate from anywhere 
and any device

Key definitions

Digital workplace

• Avasant defines a digital workplace as one that 
integrates technologies into a single environment 
through emails, instant messaging, video conferencing, 
and key business and operational applications. This is 
enabled through the technologies mentioned in the 
table, and its effectiveness is influenced by three major 
factors: people, place, and platform.

Digital workplace services

• Avasant defines digital workplace services (DWS) as 
those offerings and capabilities from service providers 
that help enterprise workforces collaborate, 
communicate, and connect from anywhere, anytime, 
using any device in a secured environment.

• The services also include the integration of mobile 
devices with a traditional IT environment and the 
development of infrastructure that enables secure 
access to applications available on-premises or in the 
cloud from any device through consistent and secure 
authentication.

Source: Avasant Research
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Hybrid work models 

will be the new norm 

post-pandemic

• Global enterprises are transitioning from fully remote work to a more flexible and balanced hybrid 
work model. As per the World Economic Forum, companies to make hybrid working a standard 
operating model with the potential for nearly half of their workforce to operate remotely.

• As there is no one-size-fits-all model available, businesses are taking a “test-and-learn” approach to 
experiment with different hybrid models based on their size, culture, and employee preferences. 

Surge in adoption of 

digital workplace 

driving business and 

cost benefits 

• Digital workplace is driven by cloud-enabled digital transformation, and it is delivering business 
outcomes for companies. Among the digital workplace projects, we analyzed as part of this study, 
~50% improved operational efficiencies, followed by ~45% that improved the end-user experience.

• Healthcare and life sciences (17%), BFSI (15%), retail and CPG (15%), and manufacturing (14%) are 
the industries that had the highest growth in adoption of digital workplace services.

Employee Experience 

(EX) has become the 

center of digital 

workplace strategies

• Companies are focusing on enhancing employee engagement by providing mobile-enabled 
omnichannel experiences through persona-based, end-user-centric digital workplace services.

• Digital workplace outsourcing contracts are transitioning from SLA-based models to experience level 
agreements (XLA)-based models. Thirty-three percent of the total digital workplace engagements 
were transaction and outcome-based, as per our survey on Digital Workplace Services in April 2021.

Emergence of smart, 

sustainable, and 

immersive workplace

• Redefining workplace purposes and redesigning physical office spaces to support both in-person 
collaboration and remote work have become key focus areas for enterprises.

• Service providers are leveraging technologies such as IoT, AR/VR, automation, and AI/ML to build 
solutions to address use cases such as smart office, smart meeting rooms, visitor management, hot 
desk booking, workplace asset management, and decarbonization, among others.

Key enterprise digital workplace trends shaping the market 
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Address changing 

employee 

expectations in the 

new model  

• Companies need to develop a robust system for sharing information and listening to the needs 
of employees in the new model.

• Technology-led solutions such as digital experience monitoring, and management, help in continuous 
measurement and improvement of the employee experience.

Assess digital 

workplace maturity to 

create a road map 

for hybrid workplace

• Companies should establish a baseline to understand their starting point in the journey toward a hybrid 
workplace. Digital workplace maturity assessment frameworks help identify gaps and future workplace 
goals and metrics.

• Shifting to a hybrid working model requires defining the right strategy, ownership and governance, as 
well as designing an employee-centric digital workplace focused on user productivity.

Revisit the physical 

footprint to 

accommodate  

hybrid working   

• With some workers returning to offices, there is a need to revisit the physical footprint in the hybrid-
working model. Enterprises may consider exiting or downsizing some spaces to reduce operational 
costs and redesigning the remaining space to accommodate the new working model.

• By investing and choosing the right technologies and platforms, companies can integrate physical 
and virtual work environments, to create a seamless experience for their employees.

Consider security a 

top priority to enable 

a digital workplace 

• Rapid transition to remote/hybrid workplace infrastructure and the need to deliver cloud-based 
applications and resources to a distributed workforce resulted in a spike in number of 
cyberattacks. The number of attacks increased by 85% since March 2020.

• Enterprises need to develop a strategy to identify potential security risks and prepare multi-layer 
security solutions to protect its workforce and infrastructure (network, devices, and data).

Digital workplace adoption: the path forward 
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Practice maturity

Fujitsu

Accenture

Atos

Capgemini

Cognizant 
HCL

IBM  

Wipro

Infosys   

TCS

Microland

Birlasoft

GAVS Tech

Happiest Minds

Mphasis

UST

Computa
center

DXC

Tech Mahindra

Zensar

Unisys 

CGI Stefanini

Mindtree

CompuCom

ITC Infotech 

LTI NTT Data

Orange 
Business 
Services 

Avasant recognizes 29 top-tier service providers offering 

digital workplace services
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Hybrid work models will be the new norm

Source: Avasant Research 

Rapid vaccinations and a subsequent dip in infections are helping organizations go hybrid

No provision for 

remote work 

Work from 

home/anywhere 

Hybrid 

work 

In this model, employees are given the 
flexibility to work from home or any 
location of their choice.

In this model, employees need to be 
present on-site all the time. 

The hybrid work model is the mix of on-site 
and remote work. In this model employees 
are given the flexibility to work from 
home/anywhere and come to the office 
based on their convenience. Hybrid work 
models vary across companies based on 
their size, structure, and culture.

Aerospace and 

defense

Announced in July 2020 that 80% of its 

8,250 full-time employees in Connecticut 

would work remotely with access to office 

space when needed.

BFSI

In May 2021, it announced the adoption of 

a hybrid work model with most of its 

17,300-person workforce working remotely 

on Mondays and Fridays.

Manufacturing 
Starting in March 2021, it allowed 30,000 of 

its North American office workers to work 

under a flexible hybrid model.

Retail 

In March 2021, it announced downsizing to 

reduce its office space in Minneapolis by a 

third and planned a hybrid 

future combining remote and on-site work.

Technology  
TCS is enabling hybrid work for its more 

than 500K employees across the globe. By 

2025, only 25% of its employees will work 

from office locations.

*Indicative list of examples

Industry Enterprise Summary 
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Companies evaluating  hybrid-work models to identify the 

best fit for their businesses

Source: Avasant Research

Remote-first, office-optional Partly remote, partly office Hub-and-spoke

Key hybrid-work models 

• In this model, the main office is the 

hub. Satellite offices where clusters of 

employees live act as spokes.

• This model provides employees the 

flexibility to work closer to their homes 

and enhance collaboration by 

breaking inter-team silos.

• This model is close to a fully remote 

organization; remote work is kept as a 

default for employees.

• The office space is kept optional for 

employees and can be used for 

collaboration purposes or when 

required.

• In this model, organizations try to keep 

a balance between remote and 

office work.

• Employees can split their time 

between working remotely and in the 

office, based on requirements and 

organizational policies.

• Under its “Team Anywhere” policy, 

Atlassian allowed its over 5,700 global 

staff to work from any location in the 

world. It is also planning to create 

smaller co-working hubs closer to 

where its employees live.

• In May 2021, Google unveiled hybrid 

return-to-work plans in which 60% of its 

employees would come to offices a 

few days a week, 20% work remotely, 

and another 20% work from new office 

locations.

• To promote a “hub-and-spoke” office 

model, Japanese bank Sumitomo 

Mitsui Banking Corporation is planning 

to lease about 45,000 sq. ft of office 

space in the Changi Business Park.

*Indicative list of examples
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Surge in adoption of digital workplaces driving business 

outcomes for enterprises

A 
multinational 
investments 

bank

A multinational investment bank collaborated 

with Capgemini to introduce gamified learning 

of Microsoft Teams for 275k+ employees.

RXR Realty collaborated with Infosys to 

develop RxWell, a smart building, health, and 

wellness solution on Azure. Implemented it in 26 

office buildings in New York.

Key business outcomes:

Enhancing employee 

experience, 

safety, and 

productivity

Key elements 
of a digital 
workplace 

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May-July 2021; Avasant Research 

Digital adoption by 

addressing changing 

business processes, 

organizational structures, 

skills, culture, and 

employee behaviors

Access to the entire 

workplace environment 

(VDI/DaaS, VPN access, 

security policies, etc.) from 

anywhere and any device

Seamless collaboration 

with integration of text-, 

voice-, and video-based 

communication tools and 

technologies

BYOD/BYOT policy with 

modern device 

management solutions 

allowing users to operate 

from anywhere and any 

device
*Indicative list of examples

A global toy 
manufacturer

Collaborated with Microland to implement a 

scalable VDI solution that resulted a 75% 

reduction in CAPEX.

A global 
manufacturing 

company

Collaborated with DXC to implement a 

chatbot solution that resulted in a 28% 

decrease in calls requiring interaction with 

service desk agents.

Cost reduction and 

increased

operational 

efficiency

NHS collaborated with Orange Business 

Services to implement VDI infrastructure to 

enable remote work for more than 600 general 

practitioner and primary care workers.

Royal Bank of Scotland collaborated with 

Fujitsu to provide over 90,000 staff members 

with flexible services and work from anywhere.

Enabling 

remote/hybrid 

working for business 

continuity 
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Digital workplace services increasingly adopted across all 

industry verticals

Increase in adoption of cloud-first digital workplace transformation is driving market growth 

Manufacturing 

18% 

High-tech

11% 

Financial services

10% 

Retail and CPG   

12% 

Healthcare and life sciences 

14% 

Banking 

7% 

Utilities and resources

6%

~13%
growth in service 

providers’ revenue 
for digital workplace 

services projects 
2020–2021Insurance

6%

Telecom, media and 

entertainment

6%

Government 

4%

Travel and transportation 

2%

Non-

profit  

2% 

~14%
growth in service 

providers’ clients for 
digital workplace 

services 2020–2021

*arrows indicate YoY increase/decrease in industry wise service providers’ digital workplace services revenue 

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May – July 2021
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Healthcare and life sciences witnessed the highest growth in 

demand; BFSI and retail and CPG a close second 

Source: Avasant Research, Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May-July 2021

• Cloud-based desktop provisioning, 

collaboration solutions, intelligent clinical 

service desk, cognitive virtual assistant

• Inventory stocking and management, 

document processing, printing services 

Typical digital workplace services in demand

• Collaboration and communication,  

intelligent chatbots, cloud-based 

workspace solutions, asset management

• Security solutions, digital experience 

management, document processing

• Collaboration and communication tools, 

enterprise mobility management, digital 

support solutions, intelligent chatbots 

• Remote workplaces, workplace as a 

service, security

Healthcare and life sciences  

Retail and CPG 

BFSI

• Retail transformation is driving the 

demand for workplace services 

• Spike in digital and online sales 

stressed e-commerce models

• FinTech driving digital offerings and 

adoption of digital services 

• Branches, offices, and contact centers 

moving to hybrid/remote working

• Continues to see spike in demand for 

digital workplace services

• Multifold increase in telehealth  and 

remote/hybrid working

Top three industries with highest YOY growth in spending for 

digital workplace services projects  

17%

15%

15%
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Virtual workplace infrastructure and communication and 

collaboration remain key areas adopted

Sources: Avasant Digital Workplace Services 2021 RadarView, Avasant Research

NHS collaborated with Accenture and Avanade to implement Microsoft Teams for 

1.2 million users of NHSmail, the national collaboration platform for the NHS and social 

care system in England. 
Healthcare and life 

sciences 

Banking, financial 

services, insurance 

(BFSI)

Retail and CPG 

Industry Enterprise Implementation example  

The Japanese pharmaceutical company deployed 1,600+ Amazon WorkSpaces for 

its homebound employees across the US and Japan to collaborate remotely. This 

move allowed the company to cut VDI costs by about 30%.

One of Southeast Asia's largest fintech businesses, Ascend Money migrated to 

Google Cloud and Google Workspace. This allowed the organization to accelerate 

time to market and save 20 hours per week for each worker.

By implementing Slack, one of Canada’s biggest banks provided its tech teams of 

over 5,000 employees the flexibility to be more agile and collaborate seamlessly by 

integrating Slack with GitHub, Jenkins CI, JIRA Cloud, and Donut.

The UK fuel and retail operator enabled seamless global communication for 

employees by leveraging multiple Zoom video collaboration solutions, including 

Meetings and Rooms, along with Neat Bars.

Flaconi transitioned to a cloud-based working environment by migrating to Google 

Cloud and Google Workspace and leveraged Google Meet hardware to enable 

smart in-house meeting rooms for employee collaboration.

*Indicative list of examples
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Use cases around smart and sustainable workplace along 

with industry-specific ones fostering a digital workplace

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services 2021 RadarView Survey, May-July 2021; Avasant Research  
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Industry-specific use cases

• Digital front door

• Remote consultation and diagnosis 

• Telehealth kiosk 

• Clinical onboarding 

• Decentralized clinical trial  

• Medical device integration 

• FinTech cloud 

• Intelligent virtual banking branch

• Sales and service collaboration 

• Cybersecurity and compliance 

• Virtual IT support 

• Click and collect services 

• Intelligent contact center

• Virtual queuing 

• In-store analytics

• Digital training and communication 

• Remote asset management 

• Smart warehouse management 

• Automating factory operations

• Industrial mobility 

• Plant floor collaboration  

• Sustainable factory solutions

Healthcare and life sciences 

BFSI Retail and CPG 

Manufacturing 
• Smart building/campus 

• Smart parking 

• Facility/slot booking 

• Hot-desk booking

• Visitor management 

• Workplace asset management 

• Workplace health and security  

Immersive
• Smart meeting/conference room 

• VR meetings 

• Simulated training 

• AR-enabled field support 

• Virtual events 

Sustainable

• Workplace environment monitoring, 

control, and utilization

• Lighting, energy, and space 

management

• Decarbonization 
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Enterprises adopting employee experience platforms (EXP) 

to drive employee engagement and productivity

Toyota implemented Microsoft Viva 

Insights and Viva Connections to drive 

modern employee experience 

management in the organization.

Enterprise implementation Drivers Benefits 

EXP provides a single place to 

design, measure, and manage all 

employee interactions.

The University of Kentucky is using 

Salesforce Work.com solutions to support 

mental health and well-being and 

reviewing and reworking social issues 

around diversity and inclusion.

Olam leverages Qualtrics EmployeeXM to 

engage 2,000 leaders at various stages of 

the employee life cycle, such as on-

boarding, exit interviews, and learning 

and development.

Employees get a centralized self-

service portal with all IT and HR-

related  information.

EXP helps in integrating a 

company's HR and IT departments 

to develop strategic talent 

programs.

EXP is saving costs and time by 

creating custom portals and 

integrating them to backend 

systems.

To create a consistent and unified 

experience across multiple 

employee interaction points in the 

new working model

To provide employees with a 

personalized, consumer-like 

experience at work 

Drive employee engagement to 

enhance productivity 

in remote/hybrid work

To bridge the gap between 

employee engagement and 

performance management 

systems

*Indicative list of examples

Source: Avasant Research
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Service providers are integrating experience elements into 

their digital workplace service offerings

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May-July 2021

• Provision a device-independent and 

persona-based workplace, leveraging 

end-user journey mappings

• Leverage user experience research data 

and workplace analytics to improve EX 

• Shift focus away from service availability to 

service performance and user experience

• Move away from SLAs and deploy 

contracts based on outcome-driven 

experience level agreements (XLAs)

• Measure end-user experience along with 

device and system performance 

• Persona-based support services to bridge 

the gap between IT services and EX 
HCL has created a dedicated team for Workplace Xperience

Consulting (WXC) to provide consulting through user journey 

mapping, developing road maps, SLA-to-XLA transition, and EX.

TCS embeds a dedicated team named eXperience Elevation 

Center (XEC) to monitor user experience using 30+ XLA metrics in 

its customer engagements through Cognix™ for Workspace.

FusionWorX, Zensar’s connected workspace model, is integrated 

with a digital experience monitoring system with self-heal and self-

service capabilities.

Accenture’s Workplace Experience (WX) approach combines all 

the key elements of a dynamic workplace, namely technology, 

operations, culture, and employee experience (EX), to measure 

and track workplace effectiveness.

Capgemini has a persona-driven EX monitoring system, which 

utilizes insights from an EX-Index dashboard that leverages AI-

powered analytics, UX experience research data, and workplace 

analytics data to measure and improve EX.

In June 2021, Atos introduced Engaged Employee Experience, a 

solution set comprised of tools and technologies and addressing 

multiple areas of EX with enhanced consulting capabilities.

Enterprise demand Service providers’ capabilities 

Note: Examples from select service providers

*Indicative list of examples
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Output/ transaction-based and outcome-based pricing 

models continue to rise

46%
Share of fixed-price and 

input-based pricing models

33%
Share of transaction and 

outcome-based models

21%
Share of hybrid pricing 

models 

While the share of input-based pricing 

(T&M) and project-based pricing (fixed 

price) has decreased in the last 12 months, 

these continue to be commonly used in 

digital workplace outsourcing contracts 

• Deemed best suited by the service 

providers for managed workplace 

services

• Based around key inputs such as number 

of users, devices, and locations

Transaction-based pricing continues to 

gain popularity with growing traction for 

experience level agreements (XLAs) in 

digital workplace outsourcing contracts

Hybrid models are gaining traction as 

enterprises are looking for a mix of different 

pricings in their outsourcing contracts 

based on the scale of uncertainty and 

complexity of projects

• Best suited for services like service desk 

and end-user support services

• Based around operational and user 

experience parameters such as MTTR, 

AHT, FCR, and CSAT score

• Services such as service desk can be 

charged on XLAs

• Field services and on-site support 

services can be charged on a per 

incident basis

Adoption of different commercial pricing models Typical areas of application/adoption 

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May–July 2021

*Arrows indicate YOY increase/decrease in share of commercial pricing models in digital workplace engagements 
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Providers making significant investments to enable shift to 

digital workplace for enterprises 

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May-July 2021

Practice growth 
• Setting up delivery 

centers, innovation labs
• Human capital 

development 

Key investments undertaken by service providers in the last 12–15 months :

*Indicative list of examples

Acquired Unify Square, a 
communication and 
collaboration management 
platform and services 
provider

Acquired L&T-NxT to augment its 
digital workplace services with 
cloud–based Internet of Things, 
AI/ML, and AR/VR capabilities

Invested ~USD 700K in its new 
global delivery center in 
Johannesburg, South Africa

Opened nine global 
delivery centers (GDCs) 
in countries such as 
Canada and Germany.

Partnered with Citrix and 
HPE to augment virtuadesk, 
its desktop virtualization and 
VDI solution  

Launched a managed 
calling and meeting solution 
with Zoom, integrated with 
Orange voice services 

Expanded its strategic 
partnership with Microsoft to 
augment its Modern 
Workplace capabilities

Expanded its partnership 
with ServiceNow by bringing 
together Watson AIOps and 
ServiceNow’s ITSM and ITOM

Acquired Linium to augment 
its ServiceNow delivery 
capabilities. Added 150+ 
skilled ServiceNow 
professionals

Launched its third Pace 
Port™, a physical-digital co-
innovation hub, in 
Amsterdam

Launched an innovation 
center in Montreal for the 
development of road maps, 
prototypes, and testing. 

Announced strategic 
investments of USD 5.7 
billion in five years for 
technology and partner 
development 

Percentage of planned investments in next 12 months:

46%

30%

13%

11%

Asset development
• Development of assets, 

solution accelerators, 
and prototypes

Launched “Everything 
from Home” model and 
a software engineering 
platform Canvas.

Unveiled “powered by 
CompuCom” portfolio of IT 
hardware and service 
solutions for small and 
medium businesses (SMBs)

Launched CloudDesk
Boundaryless Digital 
Workplace Solution to enable 
cloud-led remote workplaces

Introduced WorkspaceNXT, its 
unified digital workplace 
platform utilizing VMware, Intel, 
and Dell Technologies

Partner ecosystem
• Increasing partner 

collaboration
• Crowdsourcing, 

hackathons, CoEs

Inorganic expansion 
• Acquisitions
• Strategic investments
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• Focus on driving employee engagement – enterprises should 

combine user experience management, marketing, and 

organizational change management techniques to drive 

adoption of digital tools, assets and processes

• Gamification techniques should be utilized to model 

employee behaviors and achieve desired business outcomes

Description Key challenges 

Source: Avasant Digital Workplace Services RadarView Survey, May–July 2021

Lack of vision and control of workplace 
transformation strategies

Key challenges faced by service providers while 

implementing digital workplace for enterprises

• Multiple changes in scope at the implementation phase due to lack of 

visibility in the requirements and the complexity of setting up digital/hybrid 

workplaces.

• Lack of direction and interest from strategic-level leadership in fostering, 

funding, and facilitating digital workplace initiatives.

Organizational resistance to change and 
adopt new ways of working

• Organizational complacency to change and adopt modern workplace 

environment and solutions across stakeholder groups. 

• Hesitancy for introduction of new tools and technologies, as it impacts 

set ways of working, and disrupts user journeys in short term. 

Device/application/data/infrastructure
security and compliance 

• As data is exchanged between cloud-hosted applications and databases in 

the distributed work model, maintaining a uniform security posture has 

become a key imperative.

• Industry compliance demands, such as data residency, access restrictions, 

and auditing requirements pose challenges. 

Migration and integration of legacy 
applications  

• Legacy applications dependent on home-grown code and legacy 

operating systems and databases create a blocking point for migration 

and integration of the environment to a cloud-first digital workplace.



The path forward
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Enterprise digital workplace journey must start with 

assessment of digital workplace maturity 

Source: Avasant Research

Workplace
Communication 

and collaboration

Enterprise 

mobility

Support 

(remote/on-site)

• Email is the preferred channel

• Fragmented cloud-based 
communication tools

• Ad hoc use of collaboration tools

• Internal social networks with basic 
functionalities offered to employees

• Communication and collaboration 
tools with integrated voice, text, 
and video

• Tools for team collaboration and
work management

• Advanced internal social networks

• Fully integrated and intelligent 
collaboration systems

• External social networks and social 

channel integration – Yammer, 
Workplace@Facebook

• Hybrid cloud-based workplace 
environment

• Use of VPNs and remote desktops 
to connect to workplace remotely

• Basic applications online, manual 
back office

• Cloud-based VDI and Desktop as a 
Service

• Zero touch provisioning of services

• Services and applications used 
online by all employees such as HR, 
facilities 

• Access to entire workplace 
environment using any device

• Opex-based workplace model 

• Workplace as a Service, Device as 
a Service

• Siloed digital support and on-site 
support services

• Basic use of automation, analytics, 
ticket triaging, and other similar 
solutions

• Integrated digital support and on-
site services

• Leverages intelligent automation 

and predictive analytics

• Increased use of chatbots, virtual 
assistants 

• Persona-based and AI-enabled 
service desk

• Self-healing and self-service

• Use of gamification to drive digital 
adoption
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Digital Workplace Maturity Framework

• Integration of mobile business 

solutions with the desktop 
environment

• Company-procured devices

• Mobile access to a few enterprise 
applications only

• Seamless remote application and 

device management

• Evergreen IT services (automatic 
update of applications) 

• Protection against 
advanced security threats

• BYOD/BYOT enabled with industry-
specific use cases

• Focus on remote user experience 
monitoring, device monitoring

• Integration of AR/VR, wearables
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Addressing evolving employee expectations and behaviors 

is paramount

Source: Avasant Research 

Traditional workplace Hybrid workplace 

Location-bound, rigid 

workplaces 

Location-agnostic, cloud-

based workplaces 

Focus on enterprises Focus on employees 

Initiatives to increase 

technology adoption 

Initiatives to enhance digital 

dexterity/literacy  

Technology-driven workplace 

design  

Technology-enabled human 

centered design 

Service Level Agreements 

(SLAs) to measure the health 

of workplace   

Experience Level Agreements 

(XLAs) to measure health of 

workplace

Device centered security 

frameworks and policies 

User behavior centered 

frameworks and policies  

Bolt-on security Built-in security 

Changing employee expectations 

Be mobile and flexible 

and do the remote 

work in the most 

convenient way 

possible 

In-person social 

interaction and 

greater collaboration 

with colleagues 

Strong sense of 

belonging, and 

maximum safety and 

comfort at all levels 

(physical to emotional)

Persona-based model 

for devices and 

services to fit their 

unique requirements 

Simple and 

centralized access to 

all available resources 

and services 

Self-heal and self-

service options for 

personalized support. 

Tech Bar/IT hub for on-

site support in office 

premises 

Adequate training on 

digital tools and 

technologies 

Be able to provide 

feedback or 

suggestions on any 

policy/action before its 

implementation 

Access to real-time 

information at the 

right moment and in 

right context  

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Profit oriented workplace 

objectives 

Purposeful and sustainable 

workplace objectives  
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Building digital workplace strategies around employee 

experience is crucial

Source: Avasant Research

Companies need to take multiple measures to create superior employee experiences

Enable distributed workplace 
by adopting cloud-based 
workspace model

Enable effective employee 
communication and 
collaboration 

Optimize overall cost of 
ownership through enterprise 
mobility 

User persona–based predictive 
and proactive support services

Take care of employee health 

and well being

A Netherlands-
based bank

A Netherlands-based bank collaborated with IBM to implement 
Client Center (walk-up tech bar) in four office buildings to provide 
its employees with self-service access to IT accessories.

Siemens collaborated with Accenture to deploy the Microsoft 
365 suite and provided its over 380K users access to productivity 
and collaboration tools such as Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive.

To help its employees across APAC, EMEA, and Americas 
remotely access its on-premises engineering system, Kohler 
implemented Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop solution.

Nike closed its corporate offices for a week and gave paid leaves 
to its employees in order to help them prioritize their mental health 
and wellness.

Godrej Group implemented multiple Microsoft solutions including 
Azure AD and Microsoft Intune to enable multi-factor 
authentication (MFA) and single sign-on (SSO) for remote workers.

*Indicative list of examples
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Revisiting workplace footprints and environments to 

accommodate hybrid working needs

• HSBC has exited or downsized its presence in 77 buildings (10% of 
its global footprint)since January 2020. It plans to reduce its office 
footprint by more than 3.6 million sq. ft. by the end the 2021.

Illustrative examples 

• Consider exiting or 

downsizing office 

footprints to reduce 

operational cost

• Implement return to 

office solutions such as 

thermal screening and 

touchless entry

• Redesign office space 

with features such as 

hot-desk booking, smart 

collaboration zones.

Enterprise implications 

• Consider creating 

satellite/coworking hub

s closer to where 

employees live.

Source: Avasant Research

• Airtel implemented WorkInSync’s return to workplace 
solution with features such as essential detection of health risks, 
masks, contactless check-ins, tracking sanitization processes, visitor 
management, and hot-desk booking, among others.

• Under a new initiative called "Work from Anywhere," Spotify 
adopted a flexible hybrid working model. It is redesigning many of 
its offices to accommodate employees' preferences for quiet 
spaces, shared-desk spaces, and lounging areas.

• During the pandemic, Virgin Money UK identified branches and 
transformed those into workspaces to provide local office staff the 
ability to work there, rather than traveling into city centers.

*Indicative list of examples
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Evaluate and adopt a Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) solution 

to rapidly scale hybrid workplace

Source: Avasant Research 

PROS

• Platform – provider handles hardware monitoring, 

upgrades, and availability; requires minimal to no IT staff

• Cost – services based on subscription fees and requires 

minimal to no CAPEX

• Scalability of services is convenient and economical

• Allows companies to implement BYOD and helps 

increase productivity

CONS

• Multi-tenant model – as service is hosted on shared 

servers or in shared data centers, security and 

dependability can be issues

• Access – usually requires network access, and internet 

connectivity issues can wipe out productivity

• ROI – ROI benefits of DaaS systems are long-term 

prospects

• Single point of failure with all desktops hosted in the 

cloud

Leading Desktop as a Service Solutions

Amazon WorkSpaces

Provisions cloud-based virtual desktop solution hosted 

on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform. Offers a 

default set of applications depending on the OS. 

Azure Virtual Desktop 

Azure Virtual Desktop is a DaaS solution hosted and 

managed by Azure. Microsoft introduced new pricing 

options for enterprises for application streaming. 

VMware Horizon Cloud

Offers several versions of its DaaS, including Horizon 7, 

Horizon Cloud on IBM Cloud, and Horizon Cloud on 

Microsoft Azure.

Citrix Managed Desktops

Designed to be a simplified version of Citric Virtual Apps 

and Desktops (CVAD) and a "turnkey service" where all 

costs are billed directly to Citrix

Nutanix Frame 

Delivers virtual desktop and applications either on cloud 

with AWS, Azure or GCP or on-premise with Nutanix AHV. 

Comes in three different subscription plans to select from.

*Indicative list of examples
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Security: A key consideration for enterprises to transition to 

distributed working environment 

Network infrastructure security Identity and access management
With business data and cloud services being accessed 

from multiple endpoints in the distributed workplace 

setup, securing the network infrastructure has become 

crucial. Thus, enterprises need to consider deploying 

AI/ML-enabled Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) 

to monitor, detect, and respond to real-time threats.

A secure, hybrid workplace environment seeks the 

federation of identity, granular access permissions, 

and adaptive authentication through measures 

such as Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO), Multi-

Factor Authentications (MFA), and Privilege Access 

Management (PAM) within a robust zero-trust 

architecture.

Governance, risk and compliance
Data compliance needs to be addressed in a 

hybrid workplace environment. Critical 

information and data need to comply 

with regional and industry regulatory standards 

such as GDPR and HIPAA.

Threat intelligence and management 

Data loss prevention
A distributed workforce is creating, storing, and sharing sensitive data in many new ways. Thus, 

the deployment of a comprehensive Data Loss Prevention (DLP) strategy and providing employees 

adequate training on data security-related best practices have become extremely important.

It is important to have a vulnerability management 

system (SIEM/SOAR) in place to perform internal and 

external scan audits across workplace infrastructure to 

predict and prevent potential security threats.

Top 5 security 

considerations

Number of cyberattacks has increased by 85% since March 2020
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Leverage the larger devices, platforms, and services 

ecosystem that helps to unlock full potential

Digital 

workplace 

services 

vendor 

ecosystem

Communication and collaboration OEMs (Device as a Service)

Service providersIT Service Management (ITSM)Help desk/service desk 

Employee Experience Management 

Digital Experience Management (DEX)

Workspace as a Service (DaaS/VDI)

Enterprise Mobility Management

*Indicative list of examples
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Avasant’s Digital Workplace Services 2021 RadarViewTM

assesses service providers across three critical dimensions:

Practice maturity

• This dimension considers the current state of the service provider’s digital workplace practice in terms 
of its strategic importance for the provider, the maturity of their offerings and capabilities, and client 
engagements.

• The width and depth of the client base, usage of proprietary/outsourced tools and platforms, and 
quality of talent and execution capability are all important factors that contribute to this dimension.

Partnership 

ecosystem

• This dimension typically assesses the nature of the ecosystem partnerships that the provider has 
entered, the objective of the partnership (co-development and co-innovation), its engagement with 
solutions providers, startup communities, and industry associations.

• The kind of joint development programs around offerings, go-to-market approaches, and the overall 
depth in partnerships are all important aspects.

Investments and 

innovation

• This dimension measures the strategic direction of investments and resultant innovations in its offerings 
and commercial model and how it aligns with the future direction of the industry.

• Overall strategic investments, both organic and inorganic, toward capability and offering growth, 
technology development, human capital development, and thought leadership, along with the 
innovations that the service provider develops with its partners, are critical aspects.
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Note: Assessments for Accenture, Atos, CGI, Computacenter, Fujitsu, GAVS, IBM, Mphasis, NTT Data, and UST have been conducted based on 

public disclosures and market interactions only.

Avasant based its analysis on several sources:

Publicly available information such as Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings, annual 
reports, quarterly earnings calls, and executive 
interviews and statements 

Public 

disclosures

Discussions with enterprise executives leading 
digital initiatives and influencing service 
providers selection and engagement

Market 

interactions

Inputs collected through an online survey and 
structured briefings in May–July 2021

Provider 

inputs

Of the over 40 digital workplace services providers 

assessed, the final 29 featured in RadarView for 2021 are:

Research methodology and coverage



Digital Workplace Services 2021 RadarView
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Avasant has recognized digital workplace services providers in four classifications:

Leaders show consistent excellence across all the key dimensions of the RadarView assessment (practice maturity, partnership 

ecosystem, and investments and innovation) and have had a superior impact on the market as a whole. These service providers 

have shown true creativity and innovation and have established trends and best practices for the industry. These service providers 

have proven their commitment to the industry and are recognized as thought leaders in the space that set the standard for the rest 

of the industry to follow. Leaders display a superior quality of execution and a reliable depth and breadth across verticals.

Innovators show a penchant for reinventing concepts and avenues, changing the very nature of how things are done from the 

ground up. Unlike the leaders, innovators have chosen to dominate in a few select areas or industries and distinguish themselves 

based on superior innovation. These radicals are always hungry to create pioneering advancements in the industry and are actively 

sought after as trailblazers redefining the rules of the game.

Disruptors enjoy inverting established norms and developing novel approaches that invigorate the industry. These service providers 

choose to have a razor-sharp focus on a few specific areas and address those at a high level of granularity and commitment that 

result in tectonic shifts. While disruptors might not have the consistent depth and breadth across many verticals like the leaders or the 

innovation capabilities of the innovators, they exhibit superior capabilities in their areas of focus.

Challengers strive to break the mold and develop groundbreaking techniques, technologies, and methodologies on their way to 

establishing their unique position. While they may not have the scale as service providers in other categories, challengers are eager 

and nimble and use their high speed of execution to great effect as they scale heights in the industry. Challengers have a track

record of delivering quality projects for their most demanding Global 2000 clients. In select areas and industries, challengers might 

have capabilities that match or exceed those of the service providers in other categories.

Reading the RadarView
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Practice maturity

Fujitsu

Accenture

Atos

Capgemini

Cognizant 
HCL

IBM  

Wipro

Infosys   

TCS

Microland

Birlasoft

GAVS Tech

Happiest Minds

Mphasis

UST

Computa
center

DXC

Tech Mahindra

Zensar

Unisys 

CGI Stefanini

Mindtree

CompuCom

ITC Infotech 

LTI NTT Data

Orange 
Business 
Services 

Digital Workplace Services 2021 RadarView
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Industry coverage

Darker color indicates higher industry concentration:

Zensar: RadarView profile

Strong accelerators 

and frameworks for 

delivering digital 

workplace services. 

Investing in growing 

service delivery 

capabilities.

Practice maturity

Partner ecosystem

Practice overview Client case studies

Sample clientsKey partnershipsKey IP and assets

~15%

• For a global real estate company with 12,000+ endpoints and 80+ applications, provided 

digital workplace services including a service desk, deskside support, VDI support, managed 

mobility, platform migration and support, and unified endpoint management. Provided 

standardized and integrated multigeographic support across the US, the UK, and Australia.

• For a UK-based utility service provider, designed and implemented an enterprise mobility 

management (EMM) solution along with a 24-7 help desk, 16/5 field support services, and 

device management. VMware solutions implemented include Workspace ONE, Boxer, and 

AirWatch Secure Content Locker, along with an enterprise connector and directory. 

• For a global pharmaceutical company, provided digital workplace services including a 24-7 

multilingual service desk, global field support services, solution cafes, and mobile device 

warranty and repair management. Implemented solutions including Microsoft Intune, Jasper, 

Microsoft SCCM, and ServiceNow Performance Analytics. 

• Practice size: 1,380+ 

• Externally certified resources: 

1,270+  

• Active clients: 68+

• Delivery highlights: Delivery 

centers across North America, 

Africa, APAC, the UK, and 

Europe

• FusionWorX: A connected 

workspace delivery model 

• ZenOTM: A migration 

accelerator for Office 365 

• ZenOCM: A framework for 

organization change 

management

• The Vinci™: An AIOps platform 

with automation, AI/ML, and 

NLP capabilities for intelligent IT 

operations 

• ZIBO: Digital personal assistant 

10%–20%

Platform and software partners 
Aerospace & defense

Banking

Financial services

Government

Healthcare & life sciences

High-tech

Insurance

Manufacturing

Nonprofits

Retail & CPG

Telecom, media & 
entertainment

Travel & transportation

Utilities & resources

Digital workplace 
services growth 

2020–2021

Active client 
growth      

2020–2021

Hardware partners and others 

• A global real estate company 

• A UK-based utility service 

provider 

• A global pharmaceutical 

company

• An American public sector 

entity 

• A US-based aerospace 

corporation 

• A global advisory firm 

• A UK-based manufacturing 

corporation 

• A global oil and gas company 

Investments & innovation
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Analyst insights

Practice maturity

Partner ecosystem

Zensar: RadarView profile

Investments and innovation 

• Zensar’s Digital Workplace Services (DWS) come under the umbrella of its Digital Foundation Services (DFS). With a “user-first” strategy and an “outside-

in” approach, Zensar delivers end-to-end digital workplace services, including workplace advisory, implementation, and managed services.

• Out of USD 130 million DWS revenue in FY2020, ~63% was contributed by large enterprises (>USD 500 million in revenue). Focussed industry verticals 

include BFSI, manufacturing, and healthcare, and life sciences. Around 16% of the revenue comes from digital workplace consulting services.  

• Through FusionWorX, its connected workspace model, Zensar provisions cloud/on-premise workspaces to its customers. This model is supported by key 

virtual workspace solution providers like Microsoft, Citrix, and VMware, and niche providers like Awingu. It is integrated with a digital experience 

monitoring system with self-heal and self-service capabilities and utilizes solutions from providers such as Lakeside and ControlUp. 

• It has developed multiple frameworks and accelerators to deliver its workplace services to customers, including ZenOTM for M365 implementation, 

migration, and Active Directory consolidation; ZenOCM for developing change management programs; and ZenDUX for monitoring user experience.

• Zensar has incorporated a high-level partner engagement strategy for augmenting and delivering its digital workplace services by leveraging the 

capabilities of its partnership ecosystem. Its key partners in the infrastructure and workplace space include ServiceNow, Microsoft, VMware, Citrix, and 

Nutanix. It aligns closely with its partners to expand joint support capabilities and enable market positioning and promotions.

• On the end-user analytics and experience management front, it partners with Nexthink, Lakeside, and Riverbed Aternity. 

• For device-as-a-service offerings, it partners with vendors such as Dell and Lenovo and provides hardware provisioning, software provisioning, device 

management, and smart field services. It has partnerships with companies such as Iron Global and ESP for deskside support and dispatch services.

• With a targeted revenue growth of ~25%, Zensar plans to continue augmenting its digital workplace services by introducing new offerings to its existing 

portfolio. Some of these include AR/VR solutions, integrated intelligence with sentimental analysis, and connected solutions with smart workspaces. 

• In May 2021, Zensar acquired M3bi, an Arizona-based digital engineering firm, which would augment Zensar’s data engineering, analytics and AI/ML, 

and advanced engineering services. In 2018, it acquired US-based digital marketing focussed customer experience firm, Indigo Slate. 

• It leverages its innovation hub called “Zenlabs” located in Pune and Hyderabad, India, to build digital workplace solutions using AR/VR, cognitive 

conversation, and NLP. Zensar plans to grow its global service delivery capabilities by 20%–30% in the next 12–24 months. 
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Disclaimer

Avasant does not endorse any provider, product, or service depicted in its research 

publications, including RadarView, and does not advise users to select only those providers 
recognized in these publications. Avasant’s research publications are based on information 

from the best available sources and Avasant’s opinion at the time of publication, and their 

contents should not be construed as statements of fact. Avasant disclaims all warranties, 

expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of 

merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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